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ABSTRACT
Current question answering systems rely on document re-
trieval as a means of providing documents which are likely
to contain an answer to a user’s question. Recent research
has shown that taking into account the proximity between
question terms is helpful in determining whether a docu-
ment contains an answer to a question. In this paper, we
propose a novel proximity-based approach to document re-
trieval, which combines full-document retrieval with proxim-
ity information. Experimental results show that it leads to
significant improvements when compared to full document
retrieval. Our approach also proves to be useful for extract-
ing short text segments from a document, which contain an
answer to the question. This allows answer selection to be
focused on smaller segments instead of full documents, and
experimental results confirm that it leads to improvements
in an existing question answering system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval; H.3.4 [H.3.4 Systems and Soft-
ware]: Question-answering (fact retrieval) systems

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the reasons passage-based retrieval is widely used
as a pre-fetch in current question answering systems, is the
intuition that the answers to most questions can be found
in rather short text segments, occupying only a sentence
or two. Of course, this depends on the type of question,
as some types, e.g., procedural questions such as How do I
make spaghetti alla carbonara?, require more extensive an-
swers. The fact that most answers are expressed rather lo-
cally in a document has two consequences for retrieval as
a pre-fetch to a question answering system. First, the re-
trieval method should take into account the proximity be-
tween query terms and rank documents where query terms
occur close to each other higher than documents where this
is not the case. Second, the retrieval method should return
segments of the document which exhibit a high proximity
between the query terms instead of full documents.

Both requirements are met by passage-based retrieval. How-
ever, the experiments discussed in the literature do not show
significant improvements of passage-based retrieval over full-
document retrieval when used as a pre-fetch to a QA system,
[4, 10, 11, 13]. On the contrary, in most cases it lead to a sig-
nificant decrease in performance. Although we are reluctant
to say that passage-based retrieval is indeed harmful in the

context of question answering, it can be concluded that the
parameters controlling passage-based retrieval, such as pas-
sage size, degree of overlap between passages, fixed length
vs. variable length, etc., have to be carefully chosen, and
might be highly collection and query dependent.

An alternative to passage-based retrieval that meets the two
requirements mentioned above, is proximity-based retrieval.
Other than for passage-based retrieval, parameters such as
passage size, degree of overlap between passages, etc., do
not need to be fixed. In passage-based retrieval, the prox-
imity between a number of terms is determined by checking
whether they occur in the same passage, which depends on
the passage size. In proximity-based retrieval, proximity is
expressed as the distance between terms, i.e., the number
of words occurring between them. Defining the proximity
between two terms is trivial, but several approaches are pos-
sible if more than two words are involved.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The
next section provides an overview on previous approaches to
proximity-based retrieval for question answering. Section 3
introduces our novel retrieval approach based on minimal
spans. Section 4 provides the details of the experimental
setting and the evaluation itself. Section 5 discusses the in-
tegration of minimal span weighting into an existing QA sys-
tem and its comparative evaluation. In Section 6, we draw
some conclusions and give an outlook on future research.

2. RELATED WORK
Numerous approaches to proximity-based retrieval have been
proposed in the literature. The intuition that the proximity
between query terms in a document affects relevance dates
back to 1958, to the work of Luhn [9].

Clark et al. [3, 2] use proximity-based retrieval as a method
for pre-fetching and excerpt extraction in question answer-
ing. If a document contains n query terms, [3] consider all
spans that contain m ≤ n terms. Since proximity-based
retrieval is used to identify text excerpts that are likely to
contain answer to a question, the retrieval system returns a
ranked list of spans instead of documents.

Kwok et al. [8] use proximity-based retrieval as a pre-fetch
in their question answering system, but applied it only if all
terms from the question did occur in a document, i.e., partial
spans where not considered. This very strong restriction
requires the retrieval query to be formulated very carefully.



Although proximity-based retrieval is used in many question
answering systems there are few experimental evaluations of
its effectiveness as a pre-fetch for question answering. Cor-
mack et al. [5] use a proximity-based retrieval system as
the question answering system for their participation in the
TREC-8 250-byte task. They did not apply any question
analysis nor answer selection. Nevertheless, their top five
responses contained a correct answer for 63% of the ques-
tions. Unfortunately, the reliability of the TREC-8 data
set is questionable, because the questions were mostly back-
formulations of sentences in the document collection which
contained a correct answer [20]. This resulted in a large word
overlap between questions and answer sentences, which dis-
torts many findings based on this data set.

Tellex et al. [17] compare the impact of eight passage-based
and locality-based retrieval strategies that were used by TREC
participants. The different approaches are compared with
respect to the overall performance of a version of the MIT
question answering system. They show that the choice of the
retrieval approach that is used for pre-fetching does have a
significant impact on the overall performance of a question
answering system. In their evaluation, algorithms that take
the proximity between terms into account perform best.

Clarke and Terra [4] use their own locality-based retrieval
algorithm and integrate it into a passage-based retrieval and
a full-document retrieval using an implementation of the
Okapi retrieval system [14]. Their results indicate that full-
document retrieval returns more documents that contain a
correct answer, but that passage-based retrieval might still
be useful in the context of question answering as it returns
shorter excerpts that might ease the process of identifying
an actual answer.

3. MINIMAL SPAN WEIGHTING
In this section, we introduce a new proximity-based ap-
proach to document retrieval, which is based on the min-
imal size of a text excerpt that covers all terms that are
common between the document and the query, the num-
ber of common terms vs. the number of query terms, and
the global similarity between the document and the query.
The advantage of this approach over previous approaches to
proximity-based retrieval, lies in the number of aspects that
are taken into account, namely full-document similarity, ra-
tio of matching terms, and the proximity of matching terms,
and the parameterized way in which the different aspects are
combined to compute the final document similarity score.

3.1 Definition of Minimal Span Weighting
Minimal span weighting takes the positions of matching terms
into account, but does so in a more flexible way than passage-
based retrieval. Intuitively, a minimal matching span is the
smallest text excerpt from a document that contains all
terms which occur in the query and the document. More
formally:

Definition 1. (Matching span) Given a query q and a doc-
ument d, where the function term at posd(p) returns the
term occurring at position p in d. A matching span (ms) is
a set of positions that contains at least one position of each
matching term, i.e.

⋃
p∈ms term at posd(p) = q ∩ d. �

Definition 2. (Minimal matching span) Given a matching
span ms, let bd (the beginning of the excerpt) be the minimal
value in ms, i.e., bd = min(ms), and ed (the end of the
excerpt) be the maximal value in ms, i.e., ed = max(ms).
A matching span ms is a minimal matching span (mms) if
there is no other matching span ms′ with b′d = min(ms′),
e′d = max(ms′), such that bd 6= b′d or ed 6= e′d, and bd ≤
b′d ≤ e′d ≤ ed. �

The next step is to use minimal matching spans to compute
the similarity between a query and a document. Minimal
span weighting depends on three factors.

1. document similarity : The document similarity is com-
puted using the Lnu.ltc weighting scheme, see [1], for
the whole document; i.e., positional information is not
taken into account. Similarity scores are normalized
with respect to the maximal similarity score for a query.

2. span size ratio: The span size ratio is the number of
unique matching terms in the span over the total num-
ber of tokens in the span.

3. matching term ratio: The matching term ratio is the
number of unique matching terms over the number of
unique terms in the query, after stop word removal.

The msw score is the sum of two weighted components: The
normalized original retrieval status value (RSV), which mea-
sures global similarity and the spanning factor which mea-
sures local similarity. Given a query q, the original retrieval
status values are normalized with respect to the highest re-
trieval status value for that query:

RSVn(q, d) =
RSV(q, d)

maxdRSV(q, d)

The spanning factor itself is the product of two components:
The span size ratio, which is weighted by α, and the match-
ing term ratio, which is weighted by β. Global and local
similarity are weight by λ. The optimal values of the three
variables λ, α, and β were determined empirically, leading
to the following instantiations: λ = 0.4, α = 1/8, and β = 1.
Parameter estimation was done using the TREC-9 data col-
lection only, but it turned out to be the best parameter
setting for all collections.

The final retrieval status value (RSV’) based on minimal
span weighting is defined as follows, where | · | is the number
of elements in a set:

Definition 3. (Minimal span weighting) If |q∩d| > 1 (that
is, if the document and the query have more than one term
in common), then

RSV’(q, d) = λ RSVn(q, d)

+ (1− λ)

(
|q ∩ d|

1 + max(mms)−min(mms)

)α
·
(
|q ∩ d|
|q|

)β
If |q ∩ d| = 1 then RSV’(q, d) = RSVn(q, d). �
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Figure 1: 3D plot of the spanning factor function,
which is (span size ratio)1/8· (matching term ratio).

Note that minimal span weighting only exploits minimal
matching spans for documents containing more than one
matching term, as proximity between terms is not defined
for documents containing only one matching term. The
retrieval status value for documents containing only one
matching term is equal to the documents normalized global
retrieval status value. Here, we consider only a single mini-
mal matching span per document. It is possible that a docu-
ment contains several identical minimal matching spans, but
that does not affect the spanning factor as it is the same for
all minimal spans in a document.

We also ran a number of experiments using alternative weight-
ing schemes to the presented in Defintion 3, but none of them
outperformed the one above.

At this point it might be helpful to further illustrate the def-
inition by considering the following example question:

(1) Who is Tom Cruise married to? (topic id: 1395)

After stop word removal and applying morphological nor-
malization, the query q={cruise, marri, tom}. Assume that
there is a document d with terms matching at the following
positions: posd(cruise) = {20, 35, 70}, posd(marri) = {38,
80}, and posd(tom) = ∅. Then, the minimal matching span
(mms) = {35, 38}, the span size ratio is 2/(1+38−35) = 0.5,
and the matching term ratio is 2/3. Taking the latter two
and the proper instantiations of α and β, the spanning factor
is 0.51/8 · 2/3 = 0.611. If the global (normalized) similarity
between q and d is n (0 < n ≤ 1), for instance n = 0.8,
and λ = 0.4, the final msw-score for q and d (RSV’(q, d)) is
0.4 · 0.8 + 0.6 · 0.611 = 0.6866.

To illustrate the behavior of the spanning factor, Figure 1
plots the values of the spanning factor for all possible com-
binations of span size ratio and matching term ratio. One
can see that, initially, the spanning factor decreases slowly
as the span size ratio decreases, but then it drops sharply
as the span size ratio falls below a certain threshold, ap-
prox. 0.05. Along the other dimension, the spanning factor
decreases linearly with the matching term ratio.

4. EVALUATING RETRIEVAL
4.1 Expermental Set-Up
We used the TREC-9, TREC-10, and TREC-11 data sets
consisting of 500 questions each with 978,952 documents
for TREC-9 and TREC-10 from the TIPSTER/TREC dis-
tribution and 1,033,461 documents for TREC-11 from the
AQUAINT distribution. At TREC-9 and TREC-10, partici-
pants were required to return up to five answer-document-id
pairs for each question, where the answer can be any text
string containing maximally 50 characters, and the document-
id refers to the document from which the answer was ex-
tracted. At TREC-11, participants were required to return
one answer-document-id pair for each question, where the
answer had to be the exact answer.

In addition, we used the judgment files which were provided
by NIST as a result of their evaluation.1 A judgment file,
which is comparable to a qrel file in ad-hoc retrieval, indi-
cates for each submitted answer-document-id pair, whether
the answer is correct and whether the document supports,
i.e., justifies, the answer. The justifying documents form
the set of relevant documents against which we evaluate the
different document retrieval approaches for pre-fetching. If
none of the participants returned a supported answer, that
topic was discarded from our evaluation. This also included
questions that did not have an answer in the collection,
which can be the case since TREC-10.

The final evaluation sets consist of 480, 433, and 455 topics
for TREC-9, TREC-10, and TREC-11, respectively. The
original question set for TREC-9 actually contained 693
questions where 193 questions were syntactic variants of
54 of the remaining 500 questions. Here, we did not use
the variants, but if a relevant document for a variant was
included in the judgment file, it was added to the set of
relevant documents of the original question. Variants were
removed to avoid repetition of topics, which could bias the
overall evaluation. We also included 10 topics of the TREC-
11 question set, where NIST assessors ‘coincidentally’ rec-
ognized a document containing an answer.

In the remainder, we use the following two evaluation mea-
sures, where Rq is the set of documents that contain an
answer to question q.

p@n: |{d ∈ Rq | rank(d) ≤ n}|/n. The number of found
relevant documents up to rank n divided by n.

p@n measures the precision of a given retrieval system at
rank n. Note that the internal order of the ranks up to rank
n does not affect p@n. Often, it is convenient to neglect
the exact precision and simply measure whether a system
returns a relevant document:

a@n: 1 if |{d ∈ Rq | rank(d) ≤ n}| ≥ 1, and 0 otherwise.

To determine whether the observed differences between two
retrieval approaches are statistically significant and not just
caused by chance, we used the bootstrap method, a power-
ful non-parametric inference test [7]. The method has pre-
viously been applied to retrieval evaluation by, e.g., Savoy

1The judgment files are available from the TREC web site:
http://trec.nist.gov.



[15] and Wilbur [23]. The basic idea of the bootstrap is a
simulation of the underlying distribution by randomly draw-
ing (with replacement) a large number of samples of size N
from the original sample of N observations. These new sam-
ples are called bootstrap samples; we set the number of boot-
strap samples to 2,000 as using the standard size of 1,000 did
not always result in a normal distribution of the bootstrap
sample. The mean and the standard error of the bootstrap
samples allow computation of a confidence interval for dif-
ferent levels of confidence (typically 0.95 and higher). We
compare two retrieval methods a and b by one-tailed signif-
icance testing. If the left limit of the confidence interval is
greater than zero, we reject the null hypothesis, stating that
method b is not better than a, and conclude that the im-
provement of b over a is statistically significant, for a given
confidence level. Analogously, if the right limit of the confi-
dence interval is less than zero, one concludes that method
b performs significantly worse than a.

In the remainder, we indicate improvements at a confidence
level of 95% with “4” and at a confidence level of 99% with
“N”. Analogously, decreases in performance at a confidence
level of 95% are marked with “O” and at a confidence level
of 99% with “H”. No markup is used if neither an increase
nor a decrease in performance is significant at either of the
95% or 99% confidence levels.

4.2 Experimental Results
Table 1 provides more details on the differences in per-
formance between minimal span weighting and the Lnu.ltc
baseline. The msw approach significantly improves retrieval
for all three collections compared to the baseline. Improve-
ments are especially high at lower cut-offs. Taking a closer
look at the precision at a given cut-off level n (p@n) reveals
even higher improvements, see Table 2. The drop in abso-
lute precision at n for the TREC-11 data set (as compared to
the TREC-9 and TREC-10 data sets), at all cut-off levels, is
probably due to the fact that the questions were more diffi-
cult than questions of the TREC-9 and TREC-10 data sets,
and, which is more likely, to the smaller average number
of relevant documents. All improvements of using minimal
span weighting instead of Lnu.ltc weighting are significant
at a confidence level of 99%.

4.3 Individual Query Performance
Despite the significant improvements of the minimal span
weighting scheme over Lnu.ltc weighting, it does not im-
prove for all queries. Figure 2 shows the histograms for the
respective TREC collections, measuring the absolute differ-
ence in average precision between the Lnu.ltc baseline and
minimal span weighting for each query.

All three data sets exhibit a similar distribution of increases
and decreases in effectiveness of minimal span weighting for
individual queries. In most cases, the retrieval performances
of the individual queries are affected positively, but for some
queries msw performs slightly worse, and for a few queries
performance drops dramatically. In order to see whether the
impact of minimal span weighting depends on some charac-
teristic of the query, we looked at the individual queries.
If one could find such a characteristic, the λ factor in the
msw scheme (see definition 3) could be easily instantiated
in such a way that the effect of span matching is controlled

appropriately. Unfortunately, it is hard to find such a char-
acteristic, and it might be possible that such a trait simply
does not exist. Research on predicting the hardness of an
information need [22], which is loosely related to the current
problem, has shown the difficulties in finding features in the
topic that predict the behavior of a retrieval system.

Here, we only looked at one factor that could affect the
performance of minimal span weighting, viz. query length,
assuming that the longer the query is, the harder it is to find
a short span. To compute the correlation between query
length and average precision, we used Kendall’s τ measure,
which resulted in a correlation of -0.056, strongly suggesting
that query length and average precision are not related.

Just looking at the questions and their respective average
precisions unfortunately did not suggest any prevalent char-
acteristics of the question that might be indicative for pre-
dicting the retrieval system’s performance. On the other
hand, there are many more aspects of a question than its
length that might play a role for the effectiveness of mini-
mal span weighting, but a thorough investigation of these
aspects is a very involved enterprise and remains an issue
for future research.

5. SPANS AND ANSWERHOOD
Passage-based retrieval is widely used as a pre-fetch for ques-
tion answering for two reasons. First, the answer to a ques-
tion is normally expressed very locally, and using passages
instead of whole documents takes the aspect of locality bet-
ter into account. Whether passage-based retrieval is indeed
more effective than document-based retrieval remains ques-
tionable as earlier experimental results did not show any
improvements. Second, returning passages instead of docu-
ments, allows later components of the QA system, such as
answer extraction, to work on smaller and more focused text
excerpts, thus reducing computational costs.

Similar to passage-based retrieval, minimal span weighting
computes a text excerpt (a minimal matching span) which
is used to re-weight the document it was extracted from. In
addition, it is also possible to return the minimal matching
span instead of the document and have later components
process the minimal span. The question is how useful is the
minimal matching span for answer extraction, or to put it
differently, how often does it contain a correct answer to a
question?

Definition 2 of a minimal matching span, simply uses the
positions of terms in a document, neglecting any kind of
textual structure, such as sentence or paragraph boundaries.
When using minimal span weighting for document retrieval
this is indeed irrelevant, but when using the minimal match-
ing spans for further processing one would like to have them
obey at least sentence boundaries, which increases readabil-
ity and enables them to be analyzed by a full parser. Ad-
ditionally, it may happen that the answer is just to the left
or right boundary of the minimal matching span, and the
returned span would not include the answer, although the
answer is in the same sentence as one of the span bound-
aries. In order to accomplish this, we extend each minimal
matching span such that the left boundary is moved to the
first word of the sentence in which it occurred, and the right



TREC-9 TREC-10 TREC-11
a@n Lnu.ltc msw Lnu.ltc msw Lnu.ltc msw

a@5 0.700 0.789 (+12.8%)N 0.649 0.736 (+13.5%)N 0.523 0.630 (+20.5%)N

a@10 0.785 0.860 (+9.5%)N 0.734 0.829 (+12.9%)N 0.626 0.729 (+16.4%)N

a@20 0.845 0.918 (+8.6%)N 0.801 0.873 (+8.9%)N 0.705 0.800 (+13.4%)N

a@50 0.914 0.939 (+2.7%)N 0.875 0.903 (+3.1%)N 0.795 0.868 (+9.1%)N

Table 1: Comparison of the a@n scores of msw retrieval runs to baseline runs.

TREC-9 TREC-10 TREC-11
p@n Lnu.ltc msw Lnu.ltc msw Lnu.ltc msw

p@5 0.310 0.377 (+21.5%)N 0.270 0.322 (+19.1%)N 0.167 0.226 (+34.8%)N

p@10 0.238 0.293 (+22.9%)N 0.212 0.255 (+20.0%)N 0.123 0.167 (+35.2%)N

p@20 0.171 0.214 (+25.1%)N 0.154 0.186 (+20.6%)N 0.084 0.114 (+35.1%)N

p@50 0.102 0.124 (+21.9%)N 0.088 0.105 (+19.1%)N 0.047 0.060 (+26.3%)N

Table 2: Comparison of p@n scores of msw retrieval runs to baseline runs.
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Figure 2: The histograms show
the absolute differences in aver-
age precision for each individ-
ual query, where the queries are
sorted with respect to the differ-
ences. Improvements are plotted
in black and declines in gray.

boundary is moved to the last word of the sentence in which
it occurred. Such an extended span is called a minimal sen-
tential span, and it is formally defined as follows:

Definition 4. (Minimal matching sentential span) Let Fd
be the set of positions of a first words of a sentence in
document d, Ld be the set of positions of a last words
of a sentence in document d and mmsq,d is the minimal
matching span in d for a query q, with the left boundary
b = min(mmsq,d), and right boundary e = max(mmsq,d).
The minimal matching sentential span is (mmsq,d−{b, e})∪
{b′, e′}, where b′ ∈ Fd and there is no b′′ ∈ Fd such that
b′′ ≤ b and b′′ > b′, and where e′ ∈ Ld and there is no
e′′ ∈ Ld such that e′′ ≥ e and e′′ < e′. �

In practice, the extraction of a minimal matching sentential
span also depends on the accuracy of the identification of
sentence boundaries. Here, we use our own sentence split-
ter, which uses the TreeTagger [16] part-of-speech tagger to
annotate the document. TreeTagger’s tag set includes a sen-
tence boundary tag, but in some cases sentence boundary
tagging is incorrect and a number of heuristics have been
applied to correct this.

Returning to the use of minimal matching spans in the con-
text of question answering, we reconsider the experiments
discussed above, where minimal matching spans were used
to rank documents, see section 4. For each of the top doc-
uments we know what the minimal matching span is and
given that information, we computed the respective mini-
mal matching sentential span. Before turning to the issue
to what extent the minimal matching sentential spans con-
tain answers to questions, their average lengths should be
considered, because if the spans tend to be very long, the
argument that they allow for a more focused analysis would
be severely weakened. Table 3 shows the average and me-
dian number of words and bytes (characters) of the minimal
matching sentential spans for different cut-off levels.

The first thing that jumps out is the large difference between
average and median lengths; the former being roughly twice
as large as the latter. This is due to a number of outliers
with extremely long spans. Nevertheless, both average and
median lengths are rather small and hence do allow for a
focused analysis. Note that the numbers in Table 3 roughly
correspond to an average span length of 2–3 sentences and
a median span length of 1–2 sentences.



TREC-9 TREC-10 TREC-11
words bytes words bytes words bytes

avg med avg med avg med avg med avg med avg med

@5 65 36 396 225 56 34 345 215 77 39 467 236
@10 71 37 427 230 59 35 362 220 79 39 480 240
@20 72 38 435 233 62 36 378 221 84 40 506 247
@50 77 39 464 238 69 36 420 223 93 41 561 254

Table 3: The average (avg) and median (med) minimal matching sentential span lengths for the different
TREC collections at cut-off levels 5, 10, 20, and 50, counted in words and bytes (characters).

The next question is to check how often the minimal match-
ing sentential span does contain a correct answer. In order
to evaluate this, one has to look at each span and decide
whether this is the case. Obviously, this is a very laborious
process and practically almost impossible, if done manually.
One way to automatize this is to collect the known correct
answers and simply apply pattern matching to see whether
the minimal matching sentential span does match one of the
correct answers. NIST provided a set of regular expressions
that characterize the correct answers for the TREC-9 data
set and Ken Litkowski did the same for the TREC-10 and
TREC-11 data sets.2

In order to evaluate minimal matching sentential span ex-
traction, two aspects have to be considered: First, does the
span originate from a relevant document, and second, does
the span contain a correct answer? The set of relevant doc-
uments for a question is defined as in section 3, and the set
of spans containing a correct answer is identified by pattern
matching. Given a cut-off level of n (n ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50}), R+

(R−) refers to the total number of relevant (non-relevant)
documents for all questions, and S+ (S−) refers to the total
number of spans containing (not containing) a correct an-
swer. R+S+/R+ is the number of relevant documents where
the extracted span contains a correct answers divided by
the total number of relevant documents. R+S+/R+ indi-
cates the ability of the span extraction to identify a text
excerpt containing a correct answer, given a document that
is known to contain a correct answer. On the other hand,
R−S+/R− is the ratio of spans from non-relevant documents
that contain a correct answer. Table 4 shows the R+S+/R+

and R−S+/R− numbers for the different TREC collection
at different cut-off levels. All in all, the minimal matching
sentential span is a relatively good starting point for answer
extraction, because it contains the correct answer in 64.1–
71.8% of the cases, but of course we hasten to add that this
is still far from perfect. One can also see that in 5.9–9.3% of
the cases, a span from a document which was not judged rel-
evant does match a correct answer, but this number is hard
to interpret: It could be that a document does contain a cor-
rect answer, but was simply not judged during the TREC
evaluations, but it could also be the case that a document
contains a string matching an answer without allowing one
to conclude that it is indeed an answer to the question.

In the discussion above, we evaluated to what extent the
minimal matching sentential spans contain a correct answer
with respect to all relevant documents. The next issue is to

2The sets of answer patterns are available from the TREC
web site: http://trec.nist.gov.

see for how many of the questions the spans allow an an-
swer selection procedure to find at least one correct answer.
Assuming that answer selection is perfect, i.e., if a minimal
matching sentential span contains a correct answer, then the
selection procedure will find it, it allows one to determine
an upper bound for the usefulness of the spans for ques-
tion answering. Table 5 gives the percentages of questions
where at least one minimal matching sentential span, which
was extracted from a relevant document, contains a cor-
rect answer. In addition to the percentages also the mean
reciprocal rank (MRR) is given. The reciprocal rank of a
question is 1 divided by the highest rank at which a span
from a relevant document contained a correct answer, and
the MRR is the average of the questions’ individual recip-
rocal ranks, cf. [18]. Here, we impose another constraint on
the spans, namely that they are not longer than 250 or 500
bytes (characters). We restrict the span lengths, because
the role of a minimal matching sentential span is to func-
tion as a ‘hotspot’ for answer selection which requires more
expansive analysis, including parsing, named entity extrac-
tion, etc. If the span size is large, the property of being a
‘hotspot’ is lost. Although the numbers in Table 5 show that
a question answering system that would be based purely on
minimal matching sentential spans is far from perfect, these
results are roughly in the same ballpark as most of the better
performing current QA systems, see [19, 21].

5.1 Minimal Span Weighting within Tequesta
As we have seen in section 4, minimal span weighting greatly
outperforms retrieval based on the Lnu.ltc weighting scheme.
Now, the question is to what extent a QA system benefits
from the improved retrieval component. Here, we use our
own Tequesta QA system [12]. In order to focus on the im-
pact of the similarity weighting scheme itself, and not on
the text units that are returned by the retrieval component,
we had both approaches return the same unit, viz. the min-
imal matching span, see definition 2. Although minimal
matching spans were also computed for the Lnu.ltc weight-
ing scheme, they were not used for computing document
similarity. The Lnu.ltc weighting scheme is just like the
minimal span weighting scheme, see definition 3, where only
the global similarity is used to compute the retrieval status
value, i.e., λ is set to 1.

Table 6 shows the percentages of questions that were cor-
rectly answered at the respective top-5 ranks, and the MRR
score, for the three TREC data sets. As one can see, using
minimal span weighting instead of Lnu.ltc weighting also
has a substantial positive effect on the overall performance
of the Tequesta system. For all three data sets, the im-



TREC-9 TREC-10 TREC-11
R+S+/R+ R−S+/R− R+S+/R+ R−S+/R− R+S+/R+ R−S+/R−

@5 70.0% 5.9% 65.3% 6.4% 64.1% 9.3%
@10 68.5% 6.5% 65.6% 8.1% 67.4% 9.1%
@20 70.2% 6.8% 68.0% 8.3% 67.1% 8.9%
@50 71.8% 7.5% 68.9% 8.7% 68.8% 7.9%

Table 4: Percentage of minimal matching sentential spans from relevant documents (R+S+/R+) and non-
relevant documents (R−S+/R−) containing a correct answer for different TREC data sets measured at cut-off
levels 5, 10, 20, and 50.

TREC-9 TREC-10 TREC-11
250 bytes 500 bytes 250 bytes 500 bytes 250 bytes 500 bytes

@5 52.1% 60.0% 46.9% 53.1% 32.0% 38.1%
@10 60.9% 67.6% 56.6% 63.5% 40.1% 48.2%
@20 65.3% 74.1% 61.7% 68.6% 45.7% 53.6%
@50 68.2% 77.5% 64.0% 72.3% 46.9% 57.7%

MRR 0.39 0.44 0.34 0.37 0.23 0.27

Table 5: Percentage of questions, where at least one minimal matching sentential spans (not longer than
250/500 bytes) stems from a relevant document and contains a correct answer measured at cut-off levels 5,
10, 20, and 50.

TREC-9 TREC-10 TREC-11
rank Lnu.ltc msw Lnu.ltc msw Lnu.ltc msw

1 16.7% 21.0% (+25.8%) 17.1% 21.5% (+25.7%) 16.2% 18.2% (+12.4%)
2 20.6% 26.9% (+30.6%) 21.3% 26.3% (+23.5%) 20.3% 23.2% (+14.3%)
3 22.9% 29.0% (+26.6%) 23.1% 28.6% (+23.8%) 23.2% 26.1% (+12.5%)
4 25.1% 30.0% (+19.5%) 24.5% 30.0% (+22.5%) 25.9% 28.4% (+9.7%)
5 26.5% 31.4% (+18.5%) 25.4% 31.0% (+22.1%) 28.2% 30.6% (+8.5%)

MRR 0.203 0.252 (+24.1%)N 0.203 0.252 (+24.1%)N 0.204 0.227 (+11.3%)4

Table 6: Lenient evaluation of Tequesta using Lnu.ltc vs. msw retrieval

provements are statistically significant, with a confidence of
99% for TREC-9 and TREC-10, and a confidence of 95%
for TREC-11.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Considering proximity between query terms when retrieving
documents requires the indexation of positional information,
which increases the size of the inverted index and results
in a slight overhead in efficiency. On the other hand, the
results in section 4 indicate that proximity-based retrieval
exhibits significant improvements in effectiveness compared
to regular Lnu.ltc retrieval.

Our minimal span weighting approach also allows the re-
trieval system to identify small text segments that can func-
tion as starting points for further processing steps, such as
answer selection. We have shown that the minimal matching
spans contain a correct answer in 64.1–71.8% of the cases,
where the document is known to contain a correct answer.

We have also seen that the overall performance of the Tequesta
question answering system benefits significantly from using
minimal span weighting instead of Lnu.ltc weighting. Hence
the effectiveness of a retrieval system does have a strong im-
pact on the performance of the whole process of question

answering.

Summing up, proximity-based retrieval does significantly
improve document retrieval as a pre-fetch to a question an-
swering system, and it is useful for finding short text seg-
ments in a document that are likely to contain a correct
answer.

In this article, we did not address the issue to what extent
minimal span weighting has an impact on the retrieval per-
formance in tasks other than document retrieval as a pre-
fetch to a question answering system. One might suspect
that it should have a positive impact on any retrieval task
where the information need is rather specific, or where early
high precision is required. During our experimentation we
have also applied minimal span weighting to the TREC-11
named page finding task, where a retrieval system is sup-
posed to find a unique web page, given a topic which de-
scribes it by name, cf. [6]. Using minimal span weighting
for this task resulted in an MRR score of 0.513, whereas
the Lnu.ltc baseline MRR score was 0.359, which is an im-
provement of 43%, and is significant at a 99% confidence
level. Applying minimal span weighting to other tasks and
evaluating its effectiveness remains to be done.
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